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About Sport Stacking: 

- Already part of P.E. curriculums in over 40,000 schools worldwide, sport stacking is the new competitive sport 
of speed and skill.   
 
- Sport Stacking involves up stacking and down stacking Speed Stacks cups in specific patterns at lightning 
speeds.  Competitors stack on a StackMat®, either individually against the StackMat clock or head-to-head in 
relay teams. 
 
- Active and healthy, sport stacking improves ambidexterity, concentration and hand-eye coordination.  
University studies have shown that sport stacking increases bilateral proficiency; equal performance on both 
sides of the body, which helps develop awareness, focus, creativity and rhythm. 
 
- Speed Stacks are the official sport stacking equipment of the World Sport Stacking Association (WSSA). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Sport Stacking for the whole school with … 

Speed Stacks® 
Sport Stacking promotes hand-eye co-ordination, ambidexterity, 

focus and reaction time 

Pro Series 2 Cups: 
Take your stacking to the next level.  Developed in conjunction with the world’s top 
stackers, Pro Series 2 (PS2) Cups include special features to improve stacking speed 
and are approved by the WSSA for competition use.  With their fully-open top, PS2 
Cups have zero down stacking resistance.  The specialized Quick Release Carrier and 
semi-transparent color make for a cool look and each set includes the STACKFAST 

Instructional DVD. 

 

Cup Keeper: 
Out-of-round cups can be a major cause of fumbles!  Putting unprotected cups in 
a crowded backpack, even for just a few hours, can permanently deform them.   
The Cup Keeper snaps onto the bottom cup and protects your whole stack, 
keeping them perfectly round and competition ready.  Stack like a pro and treat 
your gear like a pro. 

 

Speed Stacks Sets with DVD: 
Speed Stacks are specially designed high-tech sport stacking 
cups endorsed by the World Sport Stacking Association 
(WSSA) for competition.  Each set comes with a patented 
Quick Release Carrier and the STACKFAST Instructional DVD.  

Speed Stacks are the only cups permitted for use in WSSA 
sanctioned events and each Speed Stacks cup carries the 
official WSSA approval seal. Compatible with Snap Tops. 

 

Snap Tops: 
Change the look of your Speed Stacks in a snap! Snap Tops snap on 
and off quickly and let you customize each cup with your favorite 
design. Collect-em, trade-em, snap-em!  Snap Tops are specially 
designed discs that ‘Snap’ onto the top of Speed Stacks Cups so 
stackers can personalize their cups. Each set includes 12 Snap Tops 
of a single design (only compatible with Snap Top style cups). 
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Speed Stacks Backpack: 
Look like a pro with the Speed Stacks Backpack.  Made from heavy duty 
materials for a long life, this backpack features oversize cords, an outside 
zipper pocket and an inner pocket for quick access to your cups. 

 

StackMats: 

As the official timing device of the World Sport 
Stacking Association (WSSA) the StackMat 
combines a precision Timer with super sensitive 
touch pads and the perfect surface for fast 
stacking.  The StackMat adds technology to a 
Speed Stacks instructional unit and is a great 
assessment tool for the instructor and a self-
motivator for students.   
 
 

 STACKit: 

STACKit is the fun new sport stacking kit 
with everything you need to get started 
stacking fast.  Just pop off the STACKit 
Timer and you’re ready to stack!  When 
you’re finished, the Timer turns in to a 
holder that protects your cups and 
makes them easy to carry and store! 

 

Mini Speed Stacks: 

Mini Speed Stacks (Minis) look just like full sized Speed 
Stacks only smaller.  Minis are fun and provide stackers 
with a new challenge once they’ve mastered full sized 
Speed Stacks. Also great for developing fine motor skills, 
each set of Minis include 12 mini cups in 4 different colors 
and a Quick Release Carrier. 

 

Super Stacks: 
Super Stacks are weighted training cups that can be used many different ways. 
For most stackers, Super Stacks operate on the same principle as a weighted 
baseball bat by loading hand and arm muscles to a higher level. After switching 
back to regular Speed Stacks, the stackers’ hands feel lighter and faster. Super 
Stacks can also be used by stackers with motor control challenges who might 
have difficulty handling regular Speed Stacks because of their light weight. The 
extra weight of Super Stacks often gives these stackers more control. Super 
Stacks are made from ultra-mirror finish Stainless Steel and feature a new 
super-cool laser etched logo that won’t rub off. 
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School Products 
 

 
Sport Packs: 

Sport Packs come in 15 and 30 set sizes and include everything you need 
for a successful sport stacking programme: 
 
• A padded soft shell case to neatly store and protect your gear. 
• Speed Stacks in assorted colors. Each set includes 12 specially 
designed high-tech cups.  
• StackMat Pro® optimum stacking surface with precision electronic Timer 
• One set of Mini Speed Stacks (Minis) and Super Minis 
• StackFast Stacker Training DVD (World Version) 

 

Tournament Display Pro: 

Highly recommended for all sport stacking programmes, the 
Tournament Display Pro plugs into your StackMat and shows the 
stacker's time in large illuminated digits that are visible up to 100 
feet away! Imagine the excitement when the whole crowd sees the 
stacker's time AS IT HAPPENS!  The Tournament Display clamps 
to the stacking table and is powered by 8 AA batteries (not 
included) or the included AC adapter.  Multiple units are 
recommended for competitions so that each stacker's time is 
visible.  Features include: 
 

 A rear display so stackers in a relay race can see the teams 
time 

 Mounting bracket that works on all types of tables 

 Padded storage and transport box for protection 
 

Jumbo Speed Stacks: 

Jumbo Speed Stacks are great for PE teachers who want to add 
oversized amounts of body movement and a high energy activity to 
their sport stacking programme. 

Jumbos are an incredible way to turn up the fun and add full-body 
action at the same time. Floor relays and doubles stacking are a 
whole new challenge with these large scale cups. Available in either 
a three set pack (red, yellow and blue) or as a single set (green), 
each set includes 12 Jumbo cups so the whole class can participate 
at once.  Each Jumbo Cup is 27cm high x 23cm diameter. 

 
Stack Spots: 

Spots are a popular type of floor marker used in PE classes to indicate a place to 
do a specific activity. Stack Spots® combine Sport Stacking activities with fitness 
activities to further enhance the fitness aspects of sport stacking. Each set of 
Stack Spots includes 10 Stacking Spots and 10 Fitness Spots and printed 
instructions with suggested activities. Each Spot is 22cm high x 18cm wide and 
made from durable, easily cleaned rubber.  

 


